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sebastian hällgren got his degree of M.Sc. in mechanical engineering 
from Luleå Tekniska Universitet in 1997 and began working as a mechanical 
design engineer in Karlskoga for Bofors Missiles, now Saab Dynamics (SBD). 
After designing parts for varying products he became a line manager for one 
of the mechanical design departments for some years before going back to 
school as an industrial PhD student to research how to design for Additive 
Manufacturing. 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) using the Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) process is 
a relatively new manufacturing method capable of producing complex shapes 
using limited tooling. Design for AM may be difficult or easy, depending on 
product type, design experience, customer- and part requirements. PBF creates 
parts by melting powder, layer by layer, by a moving energy source. It is cur-
rently a comparably slow manufacturing process done in a rather expensive 
machine, contributing largely to relatively high part costs. Expensive parts 
need to perform better than cheaper alternatives, and in addition, the perfor-
mance increase versus cost increase must be accepted by a paying customer. 

The thesis will cover some aspects on when and how to design for metal 
PBF. It will show some capabilities of PBF in regards to shape- and material 
properties to give a mechanical designer knowledge about the manufacturing 
method and what to expect when giving shape to parts produced by PBF. It 
will show some design methods that may give PBF a manufacturing advantage 
such as topology optimization and lattices as an existing design is redesigned 
and compared for cost and mass. It will also show what affects PBF part cost 
as manufacturing costs by PBF is compared to High Speed Machining (HSM) 
for some existing SBD parts. Effects of tessellation on part accuracy will also 
be shown by a comparison of tessellation capabilities between six different 
mechanical design tools to the capabilities of a common PBF build prepara-
tion tool. Finally, how defects in AM parts may be detected by Computer 
Tomography will be briefly shown.
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